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The Consequences of the Nicaraguan Revolution for 
Political Tolerance 

Explaining Differences among the Mass Public, Catholic Priests, 
and Secular Elites 

Andrew J. Stein 

In the four decades since Samuel Stouffer made the claim that elites were 
consistently more supportive of  civil liberties than the public, scholars have 
gathered ample support for the claim.' Not only are elites found to be more 
supportive of  civil liberties, but early studies also showed that, while the 
mass public demonstrated incongruence between support for general democ- 
ratic rules and concrete applications of  those rules, elites exhibited consis- 
tency.' Evidence for this proposition has been presented repeatedly for the 
United States, Europe, and Latin America.3 

Different methodologies for measuring tolerance generally have not pro- 
duced variation in the overall pattern.4 The consensual definition of political 
tolerance is acceptance in the political arena of  ideas and actions of  groups 
that are disliked, whether the concept is measured against a fixed list of  
groups,  support  for general democratic values and norms, or  least-liked 
groups picked by respondents. 

What are the implications of  this pattern for democratic politics? As Dahl 
argues, democracy appears to be grounded fundamentally in universal proce- 
dural guarantees, widespread participation, and acceptance of  (or an unwili- 
ingness to suppress) competing, objectionable groups and viewpoints. With 
specific reference to the role of elites in promoting democracy and lessening 
cleavages, Dahl stresses that leaders insure against domination by any one 
faction over others and that they negotiate formal agreements addressing 
major problems.5 In Central American nations like Nicaragua, while interna- 
tional political conditions and actors had an important impact on the timing 
and nature of  transitions to democracy, clerical elites have contributed by 
aiding in the negotiation of  armed conflicts and monitoring the protection of 
individual liberties and constitutional processes.6 Given that Nicaragua has 
experienced continued economic crisis and disunity among other social and 
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political elites, the potential role of  the clergy in fostering agreement on 
rules and institutional arrangements could be potentially greater than would 
be the case elsewhere.' 

The Nicaraguan Context 

Central America,  Costa Rica notwithstanding, has had the  misfortune o f  
being anlong the poorest, least sovereign, most violent, and most undemoc- 
ratic groups of countries in the hemisphere. Nicaragua, specifically, has had 
violent ,  unstable,  and authoritarian politics. It experienced more  than a 
decade of  revolutionary leadership by the S a n d ~ n i s t a  National Liberation 
Front (Frente Sundinista de  L~herac idn  niacronal, FSLN) and is emerging 
from insurgency and war that destroyed much o f  the country's infrastructure, 
killed at least seventy to eighty thousand people, and produced continued 
distrust and polarization among the mass public.8 In referring to the political 
culture and laws of  Nicaragua, Velasquez noted five antidemocratic elements 
in Nicaraguan values that work against democratic politics: "the low esteem 
in which institutions are held and the total personalization of political pro- 
jects, the cult of  force and violence, the  systematic elimination o f  one's  
opponent, the notion that citizens do not have rights, but that they should 
seek favors from those who govern, and the arbitrary exercise of  power."g 

In such an environment, the ability of elites to reflect and foster consen- 
sus on the rules and self-restraint o f  political democracy is crucial in build- 
ing a democratic system.10 Booth has argued that political and other elites in 
Nicaraguan society provide a key element in determining the prospects for 
democracy in a polarized setting by fostering accon~n~oda t ion ,  setting norms 
of  political conduct, and encouraging popular participation.'' 

Nicaragua has had historically deep cleavages based on ideology (liberals 
and conservatives), religion (Catholicism versus a secular liberal state), and 
regionalism (Leon versus Granada and, more broadly, the P a c ~ f i c  and central 
regions o f  the country versus the Atlantic coast). Two other patterns can also 
be seen: the tendency toward rebellion and violence, and foreign interven- 
tion and domination. Since the end of Somoza's dictatorship in 1979 and the 
victory of  the Sandinista-led revolutionary coalition, cleavages over political 
ideology (left versus right) and religion (secular revolutionaries versus reli- 
gious believers, and traditional Catholics and more conservative Protestants 
versus liberation theology Catholics and social reform oriented Protestants) 
have emerged and intensified. The FSLN's defeat at the polls in 1990 and 
1996 has not decreased the intensity of these divisions in Nicaraguan society 
and politics. 
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A key contributing factor to this polarization has been the conflict over 
religion and the orientation o f  the Catholic church since 1979. The conflict 
of a significant segment of the Catholic clergy and laity with the left has not 
abated. Issues have involved the continuation of FSLN officials in positions 
o f  power in the legislature and military, educational reform, property dis-
putes, and continued violence in the countryside.12 Three-fourths o f  ail 
Nicaraguans are Catholic, and the political role o f  priests will continue to 
shape the prospects for democracy in the country. 

This article tests whether the conventional wisdom regarding elite toler- 
ance can be applied to Nicaragua's most numerous religious elite, Catholic 
parish priests. Does this elite manifest more  tolerant at t i tudes than the 
Nicaraguan mass public, as the literature would predict? Priests qualify as an 
"elite" according to the criteria set out by Putnam, in that they have a much 
higher level of formal education than the mass public, are positioned at the 
higher institutional levels of authority within church structures, have deci- 
sion-making power, and influence the religious, social, and political values 
of the mass public.13 This article will also determine whether the revolution- 
ary decade that polarized the church, much as it did the rest of society, creat- 
ed differences in political attitudes and tolerance levels within the religious 
elite. Spalding has demonstrated convincingly that the economic elite was 
divided between those who opposed the Sandinista regime and those who 
supported the r e v o l u t i o n . ~ W i t h i n  each camp there were variations in inten- 
sity, with some subsectors of the economic elite expressing total support or 
opposing the regime without quarter on moral, religious, and political-ideo- 
logical grounds, while a third group responded to individual policies.15 The 
Nicaraguan Episcopal Conference and many Nicaraguan-born priests sup- 
ported the determined opponents of the revolutionary government. There is 
little indication of support for the FSLN among the Nicaraguan-born majori- 
ty of the clergy. The closest approximation we have is Williams' estimate 
that by 1983-1985 as many as 65 percent of priests were opposed to the rev- 
olutionary government in varying degrees and 35-40 percent worked with 
and supported the regime, through either "direct participation" or "active or 
passive collaboration."'6 Over time the percentage of all priests supporting 
the revolutionary regime declined, and it was always quite limited among 
Nicaraguan diocesan priests. 

Data, Hypotheses, and Measures 

I examine the nature of mass and elite tolerance through data sets of sixty- 
five Nicaraguan priests from a 1993-1994 survey and 704 cases of the mass 
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public of Nicaragua from a 1991 survey that 1 conducted.17 In addition, the 
data with which priests are compared to other elites in Nicaragua are drawn 
from a 1994 Gallup-CID study.18 This section deals with three aspects: mass- 
elite differences in tolerance levels, differences within a single elite group 
(the parish priests), and interelite differences between priests and other elites 
in Nicaragua, such as journalists, judges, military and police officers, teach- 
ers, and union leaders. 

The first goal of the study is to test with the survey data the proposition 
that elites are more tolerant than masses. 

H 1: Priests' levels of support for civil liberties will be consistently higher than 
those for the mass public, measured in terms of both support for civil liberties 
(general rights) and opposition to suppression of  civil liberties (repressive mea- 
sures). 

The literature has advanced two possible explanations for differences in tol- 
erance between elites and masses. First, Sullivan and his collegues advance a 
"selective recruitment" thesis that elites are more tolerant than masses due to 
atypical background factors such as their higher socioeconomic status and 
education.I9 Another explanation is political socialization, that elites learn to 
be more tolerant due to frequent contact and compromise with others hold- 
ing differing viewpoints.'O 

While it is assumed that elites in the aggregate will be more tolerant, an 
equally interesting line of inquiry examines differences among elites. In 
order to examine the validity of claims about the cleavage between foreign 
and Nicaraguan priests over support for the FSLN and to see the impact that 
changes in the recruitment of priests had on political attitudes, it is necessary 
to compare priests' levels of tolerance by nationality and between the secular 
(diocesan) clergy and regular (religious orders) clergy. 

H2: Foreign-born priests, because of  the lack of  personal or family involve- 
ment in Nicaraguan politics and due to their institutional autonomy from the 
local dioceses' authority, will show higher levels of tolerance than Nicaraguan- 
born priests. 

Over the course of the past three decades the Nicaraguan Catholic clergy has 
undergone a dramatic transformation in terms of recruitment patterns and the 
nationality of its members. Formerly, two-thirds of priests in parishes were 
foreign-born (as has been the case throughout much of Central America), but 
s ince the late  1980s the  clergy in parishes has become two- th i rds  
Nicaraguan-born. There is a parallel change in the type of priests active in 
the country. Because of a shortage of native-born clergy, members of foreign 
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religious orders once predominated. These religious orders-among them 
Jesuits, Franciscans, Maryknollers, Dominicans, and Capuchins-worked in 
collaboration with local bishops but were not directly controlled by them. 
Now most priests are also diocesan; they are directly answerable to, under- 
went seminary training under the guidance of, are appointed by, and serve at 
the pleasure of the local bishop.21 

It is also expected that, given three very different political systems in 
Nicaragua in the past twenty-five years, there will be generational differ- 
ences among priests. 

H3: Specific subsets of clergy will differ, independent, of  their nationality, with 
tolerance levels of those ordained between 1962 and 1979 being higher than 
those who finished their studies before Vatican 11 (1962-1965) or since the rev- 
olution (1979). 

The rationale behind this proposition is rooted in the literature on political 
generations. As Delli Carpini notes, "in periods o f  rapid change and social 
discontinuity generational development is most likely to occur," a pattern 
observed by other scholars particularly for events such as social revolution 
that Nicaragua experienced.22 A combination of influences of professional 
training and formative experiences on cohorts of priests accounts for differ- 
ing levels of political tolerance. Priests who attended the seminary prior to 
the reforms o f  Vatican I1  and the Medellin meeting (1968) o f  the Latin 
American Bishops Council (Consejo Epi.,copal Lutinoamericuno, CELAM) 
were not exposed to  the emphasis on the laity, decentralization of church 
authority, and reduced dependence upon the priest that characterized the 
period of professional training for the group educated between the second 
Vatican council and the revolution.23 The priests ordained after the revolu- 
tion will be less tolerant because they came of age in an environment o f  
intense church-state conflict and political and religious polarization. 

It is worth exploring whether the impact of generational experience and 
professional training on tolerance holds for other elites. 

H4: Other political and social elites in Nicaragua- journalists. police, military 
officers, teachers, and union leaders-should demonstrate generational differ- 
ences in levels of  tolerance based on the professional training and formative 
experiences of  each cohort, just as is expected for priests. Those elites that 
came o f  a g e  dur ing  the  f ight  aga ins t  S o m o z a  and t h e  FSLN takeover  
(1974-1979) should demonstrate the highest levels of  tolerance. 

Attitudes toward civil liberties are measured by one index based on ques- 
tions regarding the political rights of unpopular dissident groups and a sec- 
ond index that taps opposition to the suppression o f  civil liberties through 
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Figure 1 Political Tolerance: Priests and Mass Public Compared 
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repressive government restrictions.24 Indicators of social background are the 
respondent's mean years of education, mother's and father's mean years of 
education, and mother's and father's occupation. Priest cohorts are identified 
by the answer to a question about the year in which they were ordained. 

Findings 

The data from the two surveys support the first hypothesis, that parish 
priests exhibit higher levels of political tolerance than the mass public. 
Priests do indeed have higher levels of political tolerance than both the 
Nicaraguan public in general and those Catholics who identify themselves as 
practicing, the respondents in closest contact with the priests in the country's 
197 parishes. Therefore, these results appear consistent with the cross- 
national findings of higher tolerance levels for elites. Why does this pattern 
prevail in Nicaragua? 

The relationship between education and tolerance is inconclusive. The 
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mean level of education for priests is more than ten years higher than for the 
public.25 For the mass sample, tolerance levels increase with more years of 
formal education. For the priests, the trend is also upward with increases in 
educational level, yet some priests show lower tolerance levels than mem- 
bers of the mass public with the same level of education. 

The literature suggests alternative predictors of tolerance. Sullivan et al. 
advance the "selective recruitment" thesis: "people who are more highly 
educated, more affluent, and live in the more cosmopolitan cities and regions 
of the country ...also tend to have higher levels of tolerance."'6 It is unlikely 
that affluence is a cause of higher levels of political tolerance among 
Catholic priests in Nicaragua. Unlike elites in the business and government 
sectors of most societies, clergy (particularly Catholic priests in Latin 
America) tend to be from modest social backgrounds.?' Nicaragua is no 
exception. Two-thirds of the priests surveyed had fathers who were either 
workers or peasants. The mean educational level of both parents for the great 
majority of priests did not surpass primary school. While certain religious 
orders may have access to more material resources, 65 percent of the priests 
sampled were diocesan priests who live at or near the standard of living of 
the neighborhoods in which their parishes are located. Regional and rural- 
urban differences also seem to be an unlikely explanation of differences in 
tolerance. The background traits of each of the five cohorts of priests are 
presented in Table I .28 

The second hypothesis stated that foreign priests would exhibit higher 
levels of political tolerance than native-born clergy. The data suggest such a 
difference, with the mean level of tolerance 7.7 for foreign priests and 5.9 
for Nicaraguans. Though there is no exact correspondence between national- 
ity and type of priest, over 85 percent of foreign priests belong to religious 
orders while an equal or greater share of Nicaraguan priests are diocesan. 
Here, too, the differences stand out; the mean tolerance score for the regular 
clergy is 8.1 and for the secular clergy 5.9. These differences in means hold 
up when controlling by age, education, and ordination cohort. 

Age is a background factor that could account for differences in tolerance. 
Sullivan, Piereson and Marcus reported that age made a difference in pat- 
terns of tolerance (youth were slightly more tolerant than older people and 
tended to pick disliked groups to be targeted for their intolerance on the right 
rather than left) but that its impact on tolerance was weak.29 Among the 
Nicaraguan mass public the pattern differs minimally by age. The pattern 
observed for priests is the opposite of what has been observed for the mass 
public. The data for parish priests suggest that personal experience and adult 
socialization may account for the difference between priests and the general 
public. Age reflects this difference but is not causally important by itself. 
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Table I Priests' Ordination Cohorts by Defining Characteristics (Numbers are per- 
centages unless otherwise indicated) 

Source: priest survey by author. 1993-1994 (N=142). Cohort 1932-1948 
(N=l I): 1949-1961 (N=21); cohort 1962-1 979 (N=46): cohort 198C-1989 
(N=29); cohort 1990-1993 (N=33). 

Adult socialization is another explanation advanced by Sullivan and his 
colleagues. Leaders are transformed by their experiences and social learning. 
They learn to accommodate "ideological diversity," compromise decisions, 
"and the great responsibility of having actually to govern" (in this case, gov- 
erning the different units of the church institution). Sullivan et al. argue that 
the threat faced by elites is equal to or greater than that perceived by the 
public but that their socialization as the guardians of democracy makes them 
more politically tolerant.30 

In Figure 2 the data indicate support for the third hypothesis about cohort 
differences in tolerance levels among priests due to adult socialization. First, 
we see a very clear relationship between era of ordination and tolerance. 
Those priests ordained in the period 1949-1961 are the most tolerant, and 
those ordained since 1990 the least tolerant.31 Priests ordained in the 
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Figure 2 Political Tolerance: Right to Run for Ofice by Priest Cohort 
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1980-1989 period are  s l ight ly less tolerant  than co l lege  educated 
Nicaraguans as a whole, while those ordained in 1990-1993 were nearly as 
intolerant as illiterate Nicaraguans. 

The intraelite differences can be explained by postrecruitment socializa- 
tion and generational effects as sources of motives and beliefs. In addition to 
the institutional learning that priests experienced in the seminary, the data 
and in-depth interviews with priests suggest that personal life experience 
accounts for some of the generational differences. 

The common notion in the literature on the church and the Nicaraguan 
revolution is that "progressive" foreign religious priests and a handful of 
Nicaraguan revolutionary priests helped to lead a popular rebellion against 
Somoza and to install a new revolutionary order." The group surveyed that 
came of age before the revolution and was engaged in pastoral work at the 
time of the insurrection against Somoza and the rise of the FSLN (cohort 3, 
ordained 1962-1979) is two-thirds diocesan, and more than half are 
Nicaraguan-born. If we compare by social origins, region, and education, 
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there is almost no difference among the cohorts. The lack of differences 
makes it likely that other factors in addition to nationality or type of priest 
account for the differing political tolerance levels among the generations of 
priests: the content of their seminary education and the personal experiences 
that priests had with the Sandinista regime and Somoza's government. 

The sea change brought about by internal church reform (Vatican I1 and 
the meetings of CELAM that enunciated a commitment to the cause of the 
poor) had a real impact on seminary learning and pastoral activities.3" 
Seminary training in the three eras (before Vatican 11, between Vatican I1 and 
the revolution of 1979, and after the revolution) was likely to have had dif- 
ferent emphases.34 Furthermore, the formative personal life experiences of 
priests are important in determining their general support for democratic val- 
ues and specifically their willingness to accept civil liberties for unpopular 
groups. Many men in the 1962-1979 cohort were probably in the category of 
priests that Williams said was in "passive collaboration" with the revolution. 
Even some of the priests from this third cohort who later became strong 
antagonists of the FSLN government initially supported the educational, 
health care, and antipoverty goals of the revolution, and they had much more 
personal experience with the arbitrary repression of Somoza's dictatorship. 
Although these priests blamed the revolutionary government for its neglect 
of Catholic moral teaching and for undermining religious observance, they 
were able to recognize the structural causes of poverty and inequality that 
preceded the violence of the revolution and to see the initial benefits of the 
FSLN's redistribution policies for the well-being of the poor. 

In contrast, only two of the sixty-three priests I interviewed who were 
ordained in the years 1980-1993 expressed some admiration for the social 
gains of the FSLN years, and they mentioned personal participation in those 
events (such as volunteering to teach peasants during the 1980 literacy cru- 
sade). Nearly everyone ordained in the 1980-1 993 period placed most of the 
blame for the church-state conflict and internal divisions in the church dur- 
ing the 1980s, as well as "atheistic materialism," on the Sandinistas.35 

In addition to life experience, where the different cohorts were educated 
also affects political attitudes toward tolerance. The most evident pattern is 
the difference between the 1980-1989 and 1990-1993 cohorts, on the one 
hand, and cohorts 2 and 3, in the sense that the overwhelming majority of 
the younger priests (ranging in age from twenty-five to thirty-nine) were 
trained and socialized either exclusively in Nicaragua or partly in Nicaragua 
and partly in other Latin American seminaries (or, in rare cases, Rome). 

During the Sandinista period and the Contra war, a general setting of 
church-state distrust and confrontation prevailed between the bishops and 
the FSLN cornandantes.36 In addition, the church opposed the obligatory 
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military conscription law that the Sandinistas passed in 1984. The govern- 
ment, in turn, accused the church of harboring draft dodgers under the guise 
that they were seminarians. There were tense standoffs over this issue. Such 
conflict is sufficient to produce an environment conducive to the socializa- 
tion of priests with an anti-Sandinista political orientation. 

The other main feature that stands out is the third cohort's experience of 
the ferment of the international church (Vatican 11, the innovations of Popes 
John XXIII and Paul VI) and the meetings of CELAM in 1968 and 1979. 
The majority of the foreign priests interviewed belonged to the second and 
third cohorts, not the fourth or fifth. and more native priests studied outside 
of Nicaragua for at least part of their seminary studies in the third and fourth 
cohorts than later. They were more likely to be exposed to the debates within 
the church at the time about authority structures, the proper role of bishops, 
priests. and the laity, and a wide array of issues, rather than to the ideologi- 
cal polarization against Marxism in the 1980s. 

Multivariate Analysis 

The only way to ascertain the accuracy of the claim that the exodus of for- 
eign priests and socializationlexperience account for differences between 
cohorts is to proceed to regression analysis. When a dummy variable was 
included in the equation for type of priest (diocesanlreligious order), it was 
the strongest predictor of tolerance, followed by age and the extent to which 
priests favored conventional political participation. When a regression was 
run including both the mass and priest samples together, a second dummy 
variable for masses and elites was not statistically significant. In the mass 
sample (though not for the priests) support for conventional participation, 
protest action, and ideology comprised the strongest predictors of higher lev- 
els of tolerance.j7 Ordination year is negatively correlated with tolerance; 
the more recently a priest was ordained, the more intolerant he is likely to 
be. 

In order to determine whether the tolerance differences among genera- 
tions of priests was exclusively a function of the exodus of foreign priests, 
an equation was run with Nicaraguan-born priests only. Even in this case, 
the strongest statistically significant predictors of tolerance were age and 
number of years in one's parish. Among foreign priests, neither of these fac- 
tors was significant, but this result may be influenced by the small number 
of cases. Table 2 indicates explicit confirmation of Hypothesis 3, that there 
would be generational differences in tolerance among priests, as had been 
suggested earlier. 
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Table 2 Determinants of Priests' and Masses' Tolerance of Dissidents 

Group Nicaragua Nicaragua Parish Priests 
mass public Parish Priests (native-born) 

(all) 

Adjusted R .16 .20 .17 
Square 

beta .27 .34 .96 
.23 .25 -.71 
- . I0  .23 

significant 
variables 

conventional 
participation 

age
conventional 

age
years in parish 

support for participation 
protest education 

ideology 

I statistically T. p <  ,001 p <  .01 p <  .01 
significant < ,001 04 .06 

< .01 .06 

Source: University of Pittsburgh Central American Public Opinion Project, 1991 ;Author sur- 
key. 1993-1 994. 

Intra- and Inter-Elite Comparisons in Nicaragua 

Given the availability of recent comparative data on tolerance in Nicaragua, 
it is important to see whether the same generational cohort effects are visible 
across other elite groups in that country. The single variable which is consis- 
tent in all elite subsamples is age. As in 1991, in the 1994 data there is mini- 
mal difference in tolerance scores by age for the mass public. In Hypothesis 
4 it was expected that those who came of age during the revolution (ages 
thirty-five to forty-nine in 1994 and in their twenties during the final half 
decade under Somoza) would be most tolerant, for reasons similar to those 
given for the higher tolerance of priest cohort 3 .  With the inexplicable 
exception of older journalists, who were either far below or above the aggre- 
gate tolerance level for selected age groups, the cohort effects found among 
priests surprisingly do not appear in the other elite samples.38 The lack of 
similarity between the priest pattern in Figure 2 and what is visible in Figure 
3 for other elites would lead to the conclusion that generational differences 
alone do not account for tolerant views. 
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Figure 3 Political Tolerance: Right to Run for Office by Age Cohort 
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Conclusions 

This analysis has shown that there are key differences in tolerance in need of 
examination at the interelite and intraelite levels, as well as mass-elite dis- 
tinctions.39 Empirical support was found for Hypotheses 1 and 2 and partly 
for Hypothesis 3. While religious elites as a whole are more tolerant than the 
mass public, native-born and diocesan priests and the younger cohorts 
socialized from the Sandinista government and Contra war to the present 
were the least tolerant groups of the clergy sampled and in the case of 
cohorts 4 and 5 were more intolerant than the mass public when controlling 
for education and age. Earlier interelite studies by McDonough on Brazil and 
by McClosky and Zaller on the U.S. showed that careful attention to the type 
of elite group sampled (by profession, party, ideology) could help scholars 
avoid making undifferent iated s ta tements  about  e l i te  tolerance.40 
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McClosky's work showed that journalists, judges, and lawyers were more 
tolerant than clergy and public officials, with educators between the two, and 
police ranking lowest. When the stakes are high, in a political context of war 
or extreme threat, elites' commitment to civil liberties may be conditional, 
especially when core interests and key values (such as religious authority 
structures and beliefs) are questioned or are made vulnerable. 

The profile of the Catholic clergy in Nicaragua is consequential for atti- 
tudes toward tolerance. The two youngest cohorts now comprise more than 
half of all clergy in the parishes, and diocesan priests born and educated in 
Nicaragua are becoming the overwhelming majority in the priesthood, in 
sharp contrast to what had existed prior to the revolution. Future bishops 
will be drawn from this group, and this group will provide the religious 
value orientation of the majority Catholic nation.4' Since the formal negotia- 
tions that ended the fighting between the FSLN government and Contra 
rebels, the Catholic clergy of Nicaragua has played a significant role in the 
country's politics. It has negotiated the disarmament of bands of former 
combatants, verified investigations into human rights violations, mediated 
hostage crises, and settled constitutional crises between the legislative and 
executive branches.4* This political activity by the clergy was often seen as 
third party mediation, but at times as expressly partisan, and led to a series 
of bombings of Catholic parishes and threats against clergy in 1995-1996. 

Given the reality of moderate to low levels of tolerance in the Nicaraguan 
mass public, these priests' commitment to civil liberties and democracy, 
along with that of such key elites as party leaders, public officials, the mili- 
tary, police, entrepreneurs, and the press, will have a substantial impact on 
church-state relations, the consolidation of democratic politics, and the 
prospects for individual liberties for average Nicaraguans in years to come. 
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An earlier version of  this article was presented at the 1995 meeting of the Midwest Political 
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Margaret Crahan, John Booth, Rose Spalding, and Brian Smith. The author also is thankful for 
the remarks of  his other dissertation committee members and the three reviewers at the journal. 
Field research on which this analysis is based was supported by the Center for Latin Amencan 
Studies at the University of  Pittsburgh, the Tinker Foundation (1991, 1993), and a Fulbright-IIE 
Fellowship (1993-1994) in Nicaragua. This study would have been impossible without such 
support. and the author is grateful for it. 
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